Baby Care Kit
**Brush & Comb**
Brush and comb gently detangle baby's hair. Brush has soft bristles and comb has fine teeth with rounded tips to prevent scratching baby's scalp. To clean: Wash brush and comb with warm soapy water and air dry.

**Nasal Aspirator**
Clean before first use with warm, soapy water.
**To clear blockages in baby's nose:** Begin by holding baby in an upright position. Squeeze the aspirator bulb while placing the tip of the aspirator in the baby's nostril and gently release bulb to create a vacuum, drawing out the blockage from baby's nasal passages. Repeat with other nostril. Take caution not to use excessive force or over-insert the aspirator into the nostril.
**To clean:** It is important to clean the aspirator after every use with warm, soapy water. For best results, squeeze and release the bulb repeatedly while submerged in water. Squeeze out all excess water from the bulb in order to dry.

**Rounded-Tip Nail Scissors**
**WARNING**
Scissors are sharp. Do NOT leave scissors within reach of children. Handle with care. Scissors include protective cover and feature rounded tips for safety.
**To trim baby's nails:** Clean before first use. When trimming, press the fingertip pad away from the nail in order to avoid nicking baby's skin. Trim along the natural curve of the fingernail. Trimming your baby's nails is easier if there is another adult to help hold baby still, or at a time when the baby is sleeping or feeding.
**To clean:** Wipe with rubbing alcohol and rinse in warm water. Wipe dry.